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A limit equilibrium model to simulate the large-scale pillar collapse at the Everest 

Platinum Mine 

P.M. Couto and D.F. Malan 

 

Highlights 

• Geological alterations substantially reduce the strength of hard rock pillars and the classical approach of 

using empirical pillar strength formulae for layout design does not work in these cases. 

• A novel approach to simulate the pillar failure on a mine-wide scale is presented in this paper and this 

consists of a displacement discontinuity boundary element method using a limit equilibrium model to 

represent the pillar failure.  

• The collapse of the Everest Platinum Mine in South Africa is described in the paper, it is used to test the 

proposed methodology, and it provides valuable data for researchers interested in case studies where pillar 

strength is reduced by weak layers. 

• The proposed modelling methodology seems valuable to simulate the pillar failure and to design layouts for 

these types of ground conditions. Calibration of the limit equilibrium model remains a challenge, however. 

 

Abstract 

This paper is a case study of a large-scale pillar collapse at the Everest Platinum Mine. A major contributing factor to 

the collapse was the presence of weak alteration layers in the pillars. These alteration layers are found in the Bushveld 

Complex in South Africa where the pyroxenite layers have been exposed to hydrothermal fluid flow, serpentinization 

and layer-parallel shearing. The resulting clay-like material and the weak partings substantially reduce the pillar 

strength. From the literature survey, it is clear that weak seams in pillars reduce their strength and conventional pillar 

strength formulas overestimate the strength in these cases.  As an alternative, a novel numerical modelling approach 

is proposed to study the pillar failure and to conduct a back analysis of the mine collapse. This consists of a limit 

equilibrium constitutive model implemented in a displacement discontinuity code. Two areas of the mine were 

simulated, namely part of the collapsed area and a second area, with larger pillars that is still stable. This allowed for 

a preliminary calibration of the limit equilibrium model. The model illustrated that a reduction in friction angle on the 

partings, owing to the presence of water in the collapse area, seems to be a factor that contributed to the collapse. 

Although encouraging results are obtained, calibration of the limit equilibrium model remains a challenge. Laboratory 

testing is required in future to determine the strengths of the weak partings and in particular, the difference in strength 

of the wet and dry alteration zone material. 
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1. Introduction 

An overview of the important aspects of hard rock pillar design is given by a number of authors (see e.g. Lunder and 

Pakalnis 1997; Martin and Maybee 2000; Gonzalez-Nicieza et al. 2006; Esterhuizen et al. 2011).   The pillar strength 

and stress distribution in the proposed layout is required to design a stable excavation. As a complicating factor, weak 

layers in the pillars reduce the pillar strength and these layers can cause large-scale collapses (Malan and Napier, 

2011). Esterhuizen and Ellenberger (2007) studied the effects of weak layers on pillar stability in stone mines in the 

USA. This study was prompted by observations of weak bands in the pillars causing failure at unexpectedly low 

stresses. It appeared that extrusion of the weak layers contributed to the failure of the pillars.  FLAC2D numerical 

modelling was done to study the mechanism of failure. The properties of the weak layers were simply selected from 

the database of properties in FLAC and were similar to those of a “clayey soil”. This highlights a difficulty of these 

weak-layer pillar problems as it is difficult to obtain representative samples of the layers for laboratory testing.  The 

modelling confirmed the hypothesis that the extrusion of the failed weak material results in tensile stresses in the 

stronger rock, thereby facilitating failure at lower stress levels.  The authors found that the strength reduction of the 

pillar is a function of the compressive strength of the weak layers, the frictional properties and the thickness of these 

bands. Furthermore, a single weak band, except if it comprises more than two percent of the pillar height, do not affect 

pillars as severely as multiple bands. The modelling indicated that slender pillars are affected to a greater extent by 

the presence of weak bands compared to wider pillars.  

In the South African platinum mines, weak partings with infilling are also referred to as “alteration layers”. In contrast 

to the angular discontinuities described by Esterhuizen et al. (2019), these alteration layers are typically sub-parallel 

to the dip of the reef and therefore normal to the axis of the pillars.   Hartzenberg et al. (2020) defines alteration layers 

as follows: “The hangingwall contact of the UG2 Chromitite Reef at these sites consists of pyroxenite. The pyroxenite 

layers have been exposed to hydrothermal fluid flow, serpentinization and layer-parallel shearing. The resulting clay-

like material (weak partings) is defined as the alteration zone.”. The term “alteration layers” are also adopted in this 

paper for the partings with the weak infilling. Fig. 1 illustrates this alteration zone at the contact between the pillar 

and the hangingwall at the Everest Platinum Mine. Note the varying thickness of the layer.  Almost no research has 

been done on the effect of this layer on pillar strength. The low friction angle between the layer and the host rock, as 

well as the low strength of the alteration layer, seems to reduce the pillar strength substantially and the resulting typical 

pillar failure is shown in Fig. 2.      

 

Fig. 1 A weak alteration layer is present at the contact between the pillar and the hangingwall at the Everest Platinum 

Mine. 

 

Fig. 2 Typical pillar failure in areas where weak alteration zones are present. Note the original size of the pillar against 

the hangingwall as indicated by the red dotted line. 
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From the discussion above, it is clear that a revised pillar design methodology is required in areas where the alteration 

zone is present. Ideally, a careful back analysis of failed pillar layouts, if available, will be required to determine actual 

pillar strengths.  The pillar strengths estimated from these studies will enable the simulation of future extraction 

sequences and optimal pillar sizes and the spacing of barrier pillars can be selected.  As illustrated in this paper, the 

pillar shapes are mostly irregular in the tabular hard rock bord and pillar mines and the displacement discontinuity 

boundary element method is therefore the preferred method for this back analysis.  A number of workers illustrated 

that this approach provides a useful representation of tabular mine layouts (Plewman et al. 1969; Deist et al. 1972; 

Crouch and Starfield 1983; Salamon 1964; Ryder and Napier 1985; Heasley 1998). An unstructured triangular element 

mesh is used in this study to represent the irregular pillar shapes. A drawback of this technique is that the excavation 

stress distribution in the normal direction to the mining horizon near the excavation edges is not an accurate reflection 

of the actual stress. This difficulty is addressed in the paper by using a limit equilibrium model of the edge failure 

zone. This seemed to be a useful approach to simulate the pillar failure induced by the weak alteration zone. The 

collapse of the Everest Platinum Mine in South Africa is described in the paper and it is used as a case study to test 

the proposed modelling methodology. The difficulty of calibrating the model, especially in the absence of a good mine 

collapse case study and laboratory testing data, is a drawback and is discussed. This will nevertheless also be the case 

for any other inelastic modelling approach.   

  

2. The collapse of the Everest Platinum Mine 

The Everest Platinum Mine is located in the Eastern Bushveld Complex of South Africa near the town of Lydenburg. 

The Bushveld Complex is the world’s largest layered igneous intrusion and it hosts the world’s single largest deposit 

of platinum group metals. The Complex consists of a 7 to 9 km thick sequence of mafic to ultramafic cyclic units. The 

mafic rocks are known as the Rustenburg Layered Suite that sub-outcrop around the periphery of the complex and dip 

towards its center. The Rustenburg Layered Suite is subdivided into five zones, of which the Critical Zone is the most 

important as it contains the economically important horizons that contain the platinum group metals and the chromitite 

seams (e.g. see Roberts and Clark-Mostert, 2010; Eriksson et al. 1995). Fig. 3 illustrates one of the chrome seams as 

exposed above the entrance of a chrome mine in the Eastern Bushveld Complex. Note the tabular nature of the seam 

and it dips at shallow angle ( 9°) into the page.  The two mineralized layers, which contain the economically important 

platinum group metals, are the Merensky reef and the Upper Group 2 (UG2) chromitite layer. Only the UG2 reef was 

mined at Everest Platinum Mine.  

 

Fig. 3 A black chromitite seam visible above the portal of a chrome mine in the Bushveld Complex. 
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At Everest Platinum Mine, a reef parallel alteration zone undulates close to the top reef contact. The material of the 

alteration zone is weathered, clay-like and moist close to surface, but more competent and solid at greater depths. The 

appearance of this zone at the deeper levels has been shown in Fig. 1. The nature of this material when it is wet and 

subjected to shear is shown in Fig. 4.   

 

Fig. 4 The clay-like nature of the alteration layer in the shallower sections of the mine. Note the evidence of shear 

movement on this contact.  

 

The pillar design at Everest Platinum Mine was originally done by using the empirical strength equation developed 

by Hedley and Grant (1972) and modified by Stacey and Page (1986). Similar to standard industry practice, a factor 

of safety of 1.5 was adopted. For the UG2 pillar design, the K-value at Everest Platinum Mine was estimated to be 

35 MPa. 

In terms of the sequence of events, during 2007, spalling of some of the pillars in the shallow sections of the mine 

were observed. As a result, the mine implemented an increase in pillar sizes and the decline pillars were supported 

using shotcrete. Closure instrumentation was installed and by November 2008, these instruments recorded 5 mm of 

closure in the unstable area. On 23 November 2008, 220 mm of rain fell in one day and this contributed to the 

instability. The water pumps in the surface mine were inundated and excessive water seepage along the alteration zone 

occurred. It is hypothesized that this water became a significant contributing factor to the large collapse that occurred 

soon afterwards on 8 December 2008. The mine is relatively shallow and the collapse resulted in subsidence being 

recorded on surface. The extent of the collapse is shown in Fig. 5.   

 

Fig. 5 Mining outline of Everest Platinum Mine during December 2008 and the extent of the collapse. The coloured 

pillars indicate the different levels of damage of the pillars.  

 

Fig. 6 Extensive spalling of a pillar in the Level 3 failure zone. 

 

Fig. 7 The pillars adjacent to the decline at Everest Platinum Mine were completely crushed during the collapse. 

 

The authors recently conducted underground visits to record the current condition of the failed pillars. No mining has 

been done at Everest Platinum Mine for approximately 11 years and only the essential services under the care and 
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maintenance strategy have continued.  These are limited to the pumping of water and the inspections of escape ways. 

Unfortunately, the inflow of water was never measured or assessed and the role of water in the possible ongoing 

deterioration of the pillars cannot be quantified. The initial pillar design, in the area where the collapse occurred, 

resulted in pillar dimensions ranging from 5 m x 5 m to 6 m x 6 m, depending on depth. It is important to note that 

many of the pillars that could be measured during the underground visits were smaller than these sizes. The mining 

plan based on survey offsets done prior to 2008 also indicated that the pillar cutting was done poorly. Many pillars 

were cut smaller than the design specifications and this is considered an important contributing factor to the collapse.  

The depth of pillar spalling could be estimated during the underground visits as the original boundaries of many of 

the pillars were still visible on the hangingwall as a result of the colour contrasts. As an example, the original pillar 

size can be seen on the hangingwall in Fig. 2. 

The stoping width was measured at a number of points during the underground visits. Historical records indicate that 

the mining height varied between 2 m - 2.2 m. Measurements of the stoping height, in the zone where no pillar failure 

was observed, gave an average value of 2.1 m.  Closer to the declines, the stoping width gradually decreased, with a 

final stoping width of 1.3 m in the decline area. The amount of convergence was therefore approximately 0.7 m. 

Tensile cracks, with an open width of up to 1 cm, was observed close to the declines.  

The weathering of the alteration zone in the pillars was evident. The presence of water and high humidity have allowed 

the alteration to deteriorate into a “muddy” composition that appears to have no cohesive properties and a low friction 

angle. This material needs to be tested in future to quantify the strength and friction angle. For the purposes of this 

study, the friction angles were estimated as discussed below.  In many areas, the alteration zone “squeezed” out 

between the reef contact and the hangingwall contact. This has also resulted in slickenside surfaces clearly visible on 

the up-dip side of the pillars (Fig. 4). 

In summary, the pillar rehabilitation measures implemented by the mine was not successful in the shallow areas. Fig. 

8 illustrate the cracking of the shotcrete applied to some of the pillars. From the literature (e.g. Alejano et al, 2017), it 

seems as if pillar support can be beneficial in some cases, but it did not work at Everest Platinum Mine.  Many 

questions also remain with regards to the actual pillar strength and if an alternative layout should have been 

implemented. The section below describes a modelling approach to obtain additional information about the pillar 

strength and layout stability.   

 

Fig. 8 The pillars adjacent to the decline at Everest Platinum Mine were completely crushed during the collapse. 
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3. Characteristics of the limit equilibrium model implemented in the displacement 

discontinuity code TEXAN 

To simulate the mine collapse shown above, a novel approach of using a limit equilibrium constitutive model in the 

displacement discontinuity boundary element code, TEXAN, was explored. The TEXAN code was originally 

developed to simulate the shallow bord and pillar layouts in the platinum industry in South Africa (Napier and Malan, 

2007). The code can solve two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems with multiple tabular reef planes at 

arbitrary orientations. Planar fault planes can also be included. These planes are tessellated with elements to represent 

ride and elastic convergence in stopes or to simulate slip on fault planes. The elements can be in an “infinite” space 

or in a “semi-infinite” space with a flat, stress-free surface. The host rock is assumed to be an isotropic elastic medium. 

Each element can have one or more collocation points giving constant or higher order variation discontinuity densities. 

Triangular elements can be defined to have one, ten or fifteen internal collocation points giving constant, cubic or 

quartic discontinuity variations respectively. Quadrilateral elements can also be defined.  

The motivation for using this modelling approach is that a large area had to be simulated to accurately compute the 

stresses acting on the pillars. The pillar cutting is often poor in the hard rock bord and pillar mines and a range of pillar 

sizes and shapes can be found. These complex geometries, with a large number of irregular-sized pillars, are difficult 

to build in finite difference or finite element codes.  In contrast, displacement discontinuities boundary element models 

can easily overcome this problem. As a drawback, however, it is typically impossible for these displacement 

discontinuity codes to simulate the failure of the pillars.  This problem can be circumvented by using a limit 

equilibrium model and this model is described in the paper. The characteristics and application of the limit equilibrium 

model have been explored in a number of studies (e.g. see Du Plessis et al. 2011; Napier and Malan 2018; Napier and 

Malan 2021). The derivation of a simplified version of the model is given below to explore its applicability to the 

mechanism of pillar failure at Everest Platinum Mine.  

Consider the force equilibrium of a slice of rock in the pillar shown in Fig. 9. This diagram illustrates the mined bord 

on the left and part of the pillar on the right. This simplistic model assumes the presence of an interface for the pillar 

contacts at both the hangingwall and footwall. Typically, the edge of the pillar will fail where the stress exceeds the 

specified strength and the remainder of the pillar will remain intact. For weak material properties and high stress, the 

entire pillar can fail.   

 

Fig. 9. Force equilibrium of a slice of rock in a pillar. 

 

It is assumed that at 𝑥 = 0, the edge of the pillar, the material is unconfined and that the seam-parallel stress component 

𝜎𝑠 increases as 𝑥 increases. The slice of rock indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 9 is assumed to be in equilibrium. 

For this to be true, it is required that: 
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𝐻𝜎𝑠(𝑥) + 2𝜏∆𝑥 = 𝐻𝜎𝑠(𝑥 + ∆𝑥)          (1) 

Note that the second term on the left of this equation reflects the effect of the interfaces at the hangingwall and footwall 

contacts. Equation (1) can be rearranged to give: 

𝜎𝑠(𝑥+∆𝑥)−𝜎𝑠(𝑥)

∆𝑥
=

2𝜏

𝐻
           (2) 

The left-hand side of equation (2) is the definition of a derivative if ∆𝑥 → 0 and therefore equation (2) can be written 

in the form of a differential equation if the width of the slice tends to zero:  

lim
∆𝑥→0

𝜎𝑠(𝑥+∆𝑥)−𝜎𝑠(𝑥)

∆𝑥
=

2𝜏

𝐻
           (3) 

or 

𝑑𝜎𝑠

𝑑𝑥
=

2𝜏

𝐻
             (4) 

Equation (4) can only be solved if there is a relationship between 𝜏 and 𝜎𝑠. This is achieved by making the following 

two assumptions:  

(1) Assume that there is friction on the interfaces between the pillar, hangingwall and footwall, therefore 𝜏 is related 

to the pillar-normal stress 𝜎𝑛 by the following frictional slip condition: 

𝜏 = 𝜇𝐼𝜎𝑛           (5) 

where 𝜇𝐼 is the coefficient of friction coefficient at the interface of the pillar contacts. Equation (5) can therefore 

also be written as: 

𝜏 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙(𝜎𝑛)          (6) 

where 𝜙 is the friction angle on the interface. 

(2) Assume that 𝜎𝑛 is related to the seam-parallel stress component 𝜎𝑠 by a failure relationship of the form: 

𝜎𝑛 = 𝑚𝜎𝑠 + 𝜎𝑐          (7) 

where 𝜎𝑐 and 𝑚 are specified constants. Once failure occur, 𝜎𝑐 can be considered as the strength of the failed 

pillar material and 𝑚 is a slope parameter. This slope parameter simulates the confinement effect of the failed 

material on the edges of the pillar. A higher normal stress can therefore be found further away from the edge of 

the pillar.   

Substituting equations (6) and (7) into equation (4) gives the following differential equation:  

𝑑𝜎𝑠

𝑑𝑥
=

2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙

𝐻
(𝑚𝜎𝑠 + 𝜎𝑐)          (8) 
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Equation (8) can be integrated if the variables are separated as follows: 

∫
𝑑𝜎𝑠

𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐
= ∫

2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙

𝐻
𝑑𝑥          (9) 

The indefinite integral of the left-hand side of equation (9) can be solved as 

∫
𝑑𝜎𝑠

𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐
=

𝑙𝑛(𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐)

𝑚
          (10) 

This solution can be inserted into equation (9) and by solving the simple integral on the right side of equation (9), the 

following solution can be obtained. The solution depends on integration constant 𝐴.   

𝑙𝑛(𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐)

𝑚
=

2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑥

𝐻
+ 𝐴         (11) 

The constant 𝐴 is derived by applying the boundary condition 𝜎𝑠 = 0  when 𝑥 = 0. This gives the value of 𝐴 as 

𝐴 =
𝑙𝑛(𝜎𝑐)

𝑚
            (12) 

Equation (12) can be inserted into (11) to give 

𝑙𝑛(𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐)

𝑚
=

2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑥

𝐻
+

𝑙𝑛(𝜎𝑐)

𝑚
         (13) 

and by combining the logarithmic expressions 

1

𝑚
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐

𝜎𝑐
) =

2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑥

𝐻
           (14) 

This can be written as 

𝑚𝜎𝑠+𝜎𝑐

𝜎𝑐
= ℯ2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑚𝑥 𝐻⁄           (15) 

and from this the solution of the seam-parallel stress follows as 

𝜎𝑠 =
𝜎𝑐

𝑚
(ℯ2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑚𝑥 𝐻⁄ − 1)          (16) 

Equation (16) is written in a simpler form by assuming 

𝛼 =
2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙𝑚

𝐻
           (17) 

 This gives 

𝜎𝑠 =
𝜎𝑐

𝑚
(ℯ𝛼𝑥 − 1)          (18) 

Substituting equation (18) into equation (7) gives an expression for 𝜎𝑛: 
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𝜎𝑛 = 𝜎𝑐ℯ𝛼𝑥           (19) 

Equation (19) implies that the normal stress in the failed pillar edge increases exponentially from the edge towards 

the boundary between the failed and intact rock. This exponential increase in stress is characteristic of the model and 

it is not clear if this is an appropriate representation of the stress in a failed pillar. Also, important to consider is that 

it is a requirement that 𝜎𝑐 > 0, even after failure, otherwise the normal stress will be zero in all the failed parts of the 

pillar.    

With regards to the weak interface at Everest Platinum Mine, from equations (17) and (19), it is clear that the friction 

angle on the partings with the hangingwall and footwall play a prominent role in the subsequent distribution of stress 

in the pillar once failure initiates. Figure 10 illustrates the increase in stress from the edge of a failed pillar for different 

friction angles when assuming the parameters 𝑚 = 2, 𝜎𝑐 = 1 MPa and 𝐻 = 2 m. The model is clearly sensitive to the 

selection of friction angle and the residual strength of the failed pillar rapidly decreases for low friction angles. Also 

clear from the diagram is the very high stresses predicted in the centre of the pillar for large values of friction angles 

and higher values of 𝑚. These sharp peaks of stress in the centre of a failed pillar for high friction angles and slope 

parameter values are not considered realistic and is one of the drawbacks of the model.  

 

Fig. 10. Increase in normal stress acting on a completely failed pillar when assuming a limit equilibrium model. The 

pillar is 6 m wide and the centre of the pillar is at 3 m. The graph is plotted using parameters 𝑚 = 2, 𝜎𝑐  = 1 MPa and 

𝐻 = 2 m.  

 

The equations above are a simple derivation to illustrate the behaviour of the model. In the TEXAN code, a more 

complex model is implemented where there is a failure relationship between 𝜎𝑛 and 𝜎𝑠 for the intact pillar material 

given by  

𝜎𝑛 = 𝑚𝑖𝜎𝑠 + 𝜎𝑐
𝑖           (20) 

as well as for the failed pillar material 

𝜎𝑛 = 𝑚𝑓𝜎𝑠 + 𝜎𝑐
𝑓
           (21) 

When specifying these parameters, the requirements of 𝑚𝑖 ≥ 𝑚𝑓 and 𝜎𝑐
𝑖 ≥ 𝜎𝑐

𝑓
 must be met. As an illustration of the 

simulated model behaviour, a simple square pillar of 10 m width in the centre of a 50 m × 50 m excavation was 

simulated (Fig. 11). The results illustrate the effect of the reducing the intact strength, 𝜎𝑐
𝑖, from 55 MPa to 10 MPa 

while keeping the other parameters constant. For a value of 10 MPa, the pillar was completely crushed.    
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Also, important to note is that the TEXAN code assumes that the intact region of a pillar behaves according to a 

“spring” model that allows deformation in the normal direction. A “seam stiffness” value therefore also needs to be 

specified as an input parameter. Typically, this stiffness parameter is selected to match the deformation modulus of 

the host rock in the platinum industry. The code solves the normal stress acting on the pillar and test if failure of any 

of the elements will occur according to equation (20). If no failure occurs for a particular element, a small amount of 

strain will occur in the normal direction according to the stiffness parameter specified. If the particular element fails, 

new strength parameters are adopted according to equation (21) and the excess stress for this element is redistributed 

to neighbouring elements. Very weak parameters and large numbers of failed pillars can result in a large number of 

iterations in the code, and increased solution times. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that the description above is a simplified model to illustrate the concept. Napier 

and Malan (2021) gives additional detail of the implementation in a displacement discontinuity solution scheme using 

unstructured triangular elements to allow irregular plan-view pillar shapes and mining step increments to be 

represented. The seam-parallel confining stress distribution in the fracture zone is determined using a fast-marching 

solution algorithm. 

      

 

Fig. 11. Simulated vertical stress along a 10 m wide pillar (Section AA’) for different values of 𝜎𝑐
𝑖 . High values for 

this parameter result in a large intact core of the pillar and for low values, the pillar is completely crushed. The other 

parameters were 𝑚𝑖 = 𝑚𝑓 = 4, 𝜎𝑐
𝑓
 = 4 MPa, 𝜙 = 10° and 𝐻 = 2 m. 

 

The simplified derivation of the model is presented above to highlight another potential drawback of the approach. 

This assumes a symmetrical model with weak partings, with an identical friction angle, at both the hangingwall and 

footwall contacts of the pillar (see Fig. 9). The pillar failure at Everest Platinum Mine was caused by the alteration 

zone which is present only at the hangingwall contact (Fig. 1). The footwall contact is more competent and the friction 

angle for the footwall will be much higher. In the mine, this resulted in a “toppling” failure mechanism as shown in 

Fig. 2. The simplified limit equilibrium model cannot simulate this behaviour and a possible extension of the limit 

equilibrium model needs to be explored.        

 

4. Back-analysis of the Everest Platinum Mine pillars 

Fig. 12 illustrates the two areas of the mine selected for modelling. These were selected based on the underground 

observations of total pillar collapse in the one area and mostly intact pillars in the other area. The sizes of the pillars 

in the two blocks clearly show the difference in the pillar sizes. The depth below surface for the two areas vary and 
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they were modelled at the correct depth below surface. Ideally, larger areas should have been simulated, but small 

triangular element sizes had to be used for the limit equilibrium model and the TEXAN code was limited in terms of 

the number of elements it could solve during the time of this study.     

  

Fig. 12. The two areas selected for detailed modelling (the two black squares) are shown in this figure. On these mine 

plans, the pillars are indicated by the white areas. Note that the pillar sizes are larger in the intact area.  

 

Fig. 13 illustrates enlarged views of the two areas. As the areas were simulated with no dip, they were also rotated to 

simplify the digitising and meshing process for the models. The pillar shapes shown in Fig. 13 were approximated 

using straight line polygons. This simplified the digitising and meshing process using triangular elements.  

 

Fig. 13. An enlarged view of the two areas selected for detailed modelling. Note the clear difference in pillar sizes. 

The extraction ratio of the collapsed area was 88% compared to the 67% of the intact area. The sizes of both areas 

simulated were 160 m x 160 m. The input parameters are given in Table 1. Again, note that on these mine plans the 

pillars are indicated by the white areas. 

 

 

Table 1. Input parameters for the TEXAN modelling. Various parameters for the limit equilibrium model were tested 

to serve as a first-order calibration to match the underground observations. 

  

To select the most appropriate parameters, it had to be considered that the presence of water was a key difference 

between the intact area and the collapsed area. The alteration zone was dry in the intact area and moist in the collapsed 

area. The friction angle of the pillar contact with the hangingwall was therefore probably lower in the collapsed area 

compared to the intact area. Unfortunately, no laboratory test results of these friction angles were available during the 

study and this needs to be explored in future. Wyllie and Norrish (1996) published data on the friction angles of 

discontinuities with clay infillings and values between 8° and 20° are presented. The effect of moisture may decrease 

this friction angle. For example, Deng et al (2018) noted a decrease in soil friction angle from 15.6° to 9.9° if the 

moisture content increases from 19% to 30%. In the absence of laboratory data for the Everest Platinum Mine 

alteration zone, a number of numerical simulations were conducted with friction angles ranging from 5° to 30°. The 

different parameters are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Based on the various simulations and by comparing the pillar 

fracturing with the underground observations, the parameters of “Set 12” for the collapsed area (Table 2)  and the 
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parameters for “Set 10” for the intact area (Table 3) are considered to be the best initial calibration. The only difference 

between these two sets is the friction angle (10° for the collapsed area and 25° for the intact area). This seems plausible 

as the other rock parameters are considered to be identical for both areas.  It should be noted that this is only a first, 

and rather crude, attempt to calibrate the parameters in the absence of laboratory testing data. It was nevertheless 

valuable to illustrate the value of this numerical model approach. In future, detailed laboratory experiments of the rock 

strengths and the alteration zone, as well as underground measurements of parameters such as pillar spalling depths, 

are required to improve upon this calibration.       

 

Table 2. Model input parameters and pillar failure of the collapsed area for different parameter values. 

 

Table 3. Model input parameters and pillar failure of the intact area for different parameter values. 

 

The simulated condition of the pillars in the two areas are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. These are encouraging results 

as the pillars in the centre of the collapsed area are completely failed and there is only minor spalling in the centre of 

the intact area. This agrees with the underground observations for the two areas. The pillars on the edges of the 

collapsed area are still intact, but this is caused by the modelled abutment next to these pillars and the relatively small 

size of the model.    

 

Fig. 14. Simulation of pillar failure for the collapsed area using the “Set 12” calibration parameters. The orange 

colour denotes failure and the grey denotes intact pillars. 

 

Fig. 15. Simulation of pillar failure for the intact area using the “Set 10” calibration parameters. The orange colour 

denotes failure and the grey denotes intact pillars. 

 

From these results, it seems as if the particular numerical model is able to simulate the observed pillar behaviour. 

Encouraging was that the same parameters could be used for the stable and intact area except that the friction angle of 

the interfaces were varied. A challenging aspect is that the calibration of the limit equilibrium model is very difficult. 

Future work needs to study methods to better calibrate this model. Laboratory testing is required to determine the rock 

strengths as well as the friction angles of the wet and dry alteration zone material. As the proposed model seems 
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capable to simulate the behaviour of the pillars, this model can be used to investigate an alternative layout that will 

ensure stable excavations in future. The effect of barrier pillars can also be simulated. 

 

5. Conclusions 

This paper is a case study of a large pillar collapse in the Everest Platinum Mine that led to the closure of this operation.  

A major contributing factor to the collapse was the presence of the so-called weak alteration layers in the pillars. From 

the literature survey, it is clear that weak seams in pillars reduce the strength and, in these situations, conventional 

pillar strength formulas overestimate the strength.     

A novel numerical modelling approach is proposed in the paper to study the pillar failure and to conduct a back 

analysis of the mine collapse. This consisted of a limit equilibrium constitutive model implemented in a displacement 

discontinuity code. The model is an elegant method to introduce pillar failure in displacement discontinuity codes. It 

has a drawback, however, as it assumes a symmetrical model with partings with identical friction angles at both the 

hangingwall and footwall contacts of the pillar. This is therefore only a first order approximation of the “toppling” 

pillar failure mechanism at Everest Platinum Mine and a possible extension of the limit equilibrium model needs to 

be explored in future.        

Different areas of the Everest Platinum Mine were simulated to conduct a preliminary calibration of the limit 

equilibrium model. These models illustrated that a reduction in friction angle on the partings, owing to the presence 

of water in the collapse area, seems to be a plausible factor that contributed to the collapse.  Although encouraging 

results were obtained, calibration of the limit equilibrium model remains a challenge. Laboratory testing is required 

to determine the strengths of the weak partings and in particular, the difference in strength of the wet and dry alteration 

zone material needs to be established.  
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Fig. 11 
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a) Collapsed area     b) Intact area 

Fig. 13 
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Fig. 15 
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Tables 

 

Table 1 

Parameter Value 

Young’s modulus  70 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.2 

Depth below surface, h 113 m (collapsed) and 217 m (intact) 

Overburden density, ρ 3 000 kg/m³ 

Intact Strength, 𝜎𝑐
𝑖  25 - 60 MPa 

Intact rock slope, 𝑚𝑖  4.6 and 7 

Crushed Rock Strength 𝜎𝑐
𝑓
  4 - 10 MPa 

Crushed rock slope, 𝑚𝑓  4.6 and 7 

Interface Friction Angle, 𝜙 5° - 50° 

Seam Height, 𝐻  2.0 m 

Seam Stiffness Modulus 35 000 MPa/m 

 

Table 2 

 

 

Table 3 

 

Parameters Set 1 Set 2 Set 6 Set 7 Set 8 Set 9 Set 10 Set 11 Set 12 Set 13 Set 14 Set 15 Set 16

Intact Strength (MPa) 60 25 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Intact rock slope 7 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6

Initial crush strength (MPa) 4 4 4 5 7.5 10 4 4 4 4 10 5 4

Crushed rock slope 7 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6

Interface friction angle 30 10 20 20 20 20 25 15 10 5 15 15 10

Seam height (m) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Seam stiffness modulus (MPa/m) 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000

Pillar failure percentage 0.0% 72.9% 30.6% 23.2% 10.9% 5.3% 20.9% 50.3% 72.3% 91.1% 11.3% 36.2% 74.1%

Area 1 - Collapsed Area

Parameters Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Set 7 Set 8 Set 9 Set 10 Set 11 Set 12 Set 13 Set 14 Set 15 Set 16

Intact Strength (MPa) 60 25 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Intact rock slope 7 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6

Initial crush strength (MPa) 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 7.5 10 4 4 4 4 10 5 4

Crushed rock slope 7 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6

Interface friction angle 30 10 30 40 50 20 20 20 20 25 15 10 5 15 15 10

Seam height (m) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Seam stiffness modulus (MPa/m) 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000 45000

Pillar failure percentage 0.0% 81.9% 13.7% 6.2% 2.2% 26.4% 21.3% 14.0% 8.7% 18.8% 43.8% 80.8% 99.5% 4.8% 34.3% 82.3%

Area 2 - Intact Area


